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AI in Medical Imaging: The Final Frontier?

• We have undertaken a journey to boldly go where few 
have gone before: Medical Imaging AI

• Most advanced human sensory organ is our eyes
• Medical imaging diagnosis requires: 
• Visual acuity + cognitive functions 
• Over 15 years post-secondary education

• The bar is very high:
• Need to exceed human performance
• The journey is underway
• We are overcoming many obstacles
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Evolution of AI towards human performance
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Generating insights from information

3B+ 
reference 
points

4M+
drug patents

40M+
research 
documents

1.2M
medical 
abstracts

30B+
images 
managed

100M+
patient 
records

200M+
lives
lives

- Imaging studies



Costs of AI Training

The cost of good quality data
• Deep learning requires thousands to tens of 

thousands of images
• Need good quality data: “Garbage in is Garbage Out”
• Best accuracy achieved through expert training
• Experts cost $250/hr

We are developing tools and strategies to overcome this



Image annotations: IBM cloud-hosted 

annotation tool system
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How do we regulate AI?

Challenges in regulating AI
• Deep learning encodes information in many “layers” 

beyond our comprehension
• FDA working proactively with us to solve this 

dilemma

The answer: evaluate an AI algorithm the same way we 
evaluate a human’s ability
• Evaluate on cases not previously seen
• Human + AI > Human alone
• “Turing test”
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AI Regulatory Approvals

Regulatory Approval Steps (ex FDA)
1. Propose study (ex FDA Pre-submission)
2. Pilot Study
3. Biostats analysis to determine power of Pivotal Study
4. Pivotal and Standalone Studies
5. Biostats analysis
6. FDA submission
7. FDA response

– 510(k), De Novo, PMA
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Protecting Health Information (PHI)

Securing PHI is costly and time consuming
• Deep learning AI requires huge amounts of data
• Thousands to tens of thousands of images and 

associated metadata
• PHI check cost: 5 min per CT study times 10k 

datasets = 35 months of work

Tools to automate de-identification:
• Beware of pitfalls such as “burnt in information” 

or “private tags”



For imaging AI algorithms to  
work in clinical conditions
They need to be designed for:
• Ease of use
• Efficient workflow
• Varied clinical histories
• Range of ages, genders, ethnicities
• Variety of Picture Archiving and Communication 

(PACS) systems
• Diverse imaging protocols
• Multiple device manufacturers
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AI’s evolution to impact clinical practice

• AI can match human performance if:
• Problem is well defined (algorithm &/or 

information)
• Data is digitally available

• AI is making it’s way from research into Hospital 
Software

• Humans have always adopted technology if it’s to 
our advantage

• Think of AI like a calculator; how will this change 
your work?

EMR
Data

Image
Data

Knowledge 
Sources

AI

Hospital 
Software 
with AI



The power of Watson 
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Human + machine = greater than the sum of its parts

Humans excel at: 

AI systems excel at: 

Common Sense Dilemmas Morals Compassion Imagination Dreaming Abstraction Generalization

Natural Language Pattern 
Identification

Locating 
Knowledge

Machine Learning Eliminating 
Bias

Endless Capacity



Interesting Open Questions

What is the AI low-hanging fruit we’ll see adopted first?
Which jobs will be most affected?
What information will be most difficult for AI to gather digitally?
What limitations will AI have compared to humans?
AI will change work dynamic; Will AI create new turf wars?
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IBM Medical Imaging AI Development
- Works in Progress -

AI Development Activity Examples

• Diagnostic Discrepancy Detection

• Liver Cancer Detection

• Breast Cancer Screening

• Prostate Cancer Screening

• Etc.
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